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“Promoting 
full personal 

and social 
development in 

caring Christian 
communities 

of learning and 
teaching.”

Edmund Rice 
Schools Trust



It is with great excitement and expectation that I, as Principal, welcome 
prospective students to our school. There is an old Chinese proverb that 
states, ‘Teachers open the door, but you must enter by yourself.’ I invite you 
through this prospectus to enter the world of CBS Thurles and to sample an 
array of pursuits from the academic to the liberal, from sporting to musical, 
from individual pursuits to team pursuits. 

You will be challenged and encouraged in our school, and you will have 
the opportunity not just to discern what your talents are but also to 
use those talents and develop them to their optimum. We offer you a 
team of committed, dedicated teachers whose prime concern is to help 
you achieve your dreams. I am very proud of this school, but I am even 
prouder of our students. You can see the work of our students and their 
achievements as you traverse these pages, and you will perceive the 
dreams that they have made come true. Our teachers operate on a very 
simple principle in CBS Thurles ‘Docendo Discimus’ (by teaching, we learn). 
We will learn as much from all of you as you will from us, and together we 
can achieve great things academically in the classrooms, on the sport’s 
field, in the music room, in the art room in the debating chamber. I know 
we will make excellent mentors and guides if you allow us to. 

I invite you to visit us in person and investigate the many other successes 
on our website, www.cbsthurles.ie where you will gain a flavour of life in 
our school. In CBS Thurles, friendships are made, strong bonds are formed, 
and the exciting world of knowledge, success and endeavour is open for 
you. Have no fears about Secondary School, it is a time to be embraced 
and enjoyed. You will progress through the years and leave as happy, 
confident and innovative people. 

That is the wish of us all in the CBS and I hope we can accomplish that goal 
together.

Tiernan O’Donnell 
Principal

Thurles C.B.S. is a place of 
learning where students 

are prepared for adult life, 
academically, emotionally, 

spiritually and culturally. 
We strive for a safe 

environment, free from 
bullying. We aim to promote 
the Christian values inspired 

by the vision of Blessed 
Edmund Rice. We seek to 
create an atmosphere of 

respect for the needs and 
talents of all members of our 

school community, while 
challenging all to reach their 

full potential.

Mission Statement

Principal’s Welcome Note 

Mr. Ollie Kelly 
Deputy Principal 

Mr. Tiernan O’ Donnell
Principal 
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Key Elements of an 
Edmund Rice School

•	 Nurturing	faith,	Christian	spirituality	and	Gospel-based	values

•	 Promoting	partnership	in	the	school	community

•	 Excelling	in	teaching	and	learning

•	 Creating	a	caring	school	community

•	 Inspiring	transformational	leadership

“Self-portrait 
painted 
by Jack 
Shanahan  
6th year 
2019/2020”



Curriculum 
At present CBS Thurles offers 4 programmes:

Junior Certificate, Leaving Certificate, Leaving Certificate Vocational 
Programme and the Transition Year programme.

Junior Cycle 
The Department of Education introduced a new framework for the junior cycle on a phased basis in September 2014. The rational underpinning 
the new Junior Cert is to enable learners to achieve their full potential and contribute to Ireland’s economic, social and cultural development. As a 
progressive school we are continually updating our curriculum and developing the programme we offer at Junior Cycle.

“The school offers 
a broad curriculum 
and has recently 
introduced Home 
Economics, which 
is proving a popular 
option with students 
and parents. Short 
courses are offered 
as part of the new 
junior cycle, and TY 
and LCVP are options 
available to students 
in senior cycle. A 
subject sampling 
programme, which 
runs in the first term, 
allows first-year 
students to experience 
subjects before 
deciding on options”  
WSE-MLL Report DES 2019
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www.juniorcycle.ie

Key Skills of Junior Cycle

•	 Imagining
•	Exploring	options	and	alternatives
•	Implementing	ideas	and	taking	action
•	Learning	creatively
•	Stimulating	creativity	using	digital	
technology

•	Expressing	ideas	mathematically
•	Estimating,	predicting	and	calculating	
•	Developing	a	positive	disposition		
towards	investigating,	reasoning		
and	problem-solving

•	Seeing	patterns,	trends	and	relationships
•	Gathering,	interpreting	and	representing	data	
•	Using	digital	technology	to	develop		
numeracy	skills	and	understanding

•	Being	curious
•	Gathering,	recording,		
organising	and	evaluating		
information	and	data

•	Thinking	creatively	and	critically
•	Reflecting	on	and	evaluating		
my	learning

•	Using	digital	technology		
to	access,	manage	and	share		
content

•	Being	healthy	and	
physically	active

•	Being	social	
•	Being	safe
•	Being	spiritual
•	Being	confident
•	Being	positive	about	
learning

•	Being	responsible,	safe	
and	ethical	in	using	
digital	technology

•	Knowing	myself
•	Making	considered	decisions
•	Setting	and	achieving		
personal	goals

•	Being	able	to	reflect	on	my	own	learning
•	Using	digital	technology	to	manage		
myself	and	my	learning

•	Developing	my	understanding	and	
enjoyment	of	words	and	language	

•	Reading	for	enjoyment	and	with	
critical	understanding

•	Writing	for	different	purposes
•	Expressing	ideas	clearly	and	
accurately

•	Developing	my	spoken	language
•	Exploring	and	creating	a	variety	of	
texts,	including	multi-modal	texts.

•	Using	language
•	Using	number
•	Listening	and	expressing	myself
•	Performing	and	presenting
•	Discussing	and	debating
•	Using	digital	technology		
to	communicate

•	Developing	good	
relationships	and	dealing	
with	conflict	

•	Co-operating	
•	Respecting	difference
•	Contributing	to	making	
the	world	a	better	place

•	Learning	with	others
•	Working	with	others	
through	digital	
technology

Gaeilge Science Wood Technology Coding in Action (Short course)

English CSPE SPHE Physical Education (Short course)

Maths Business Studies Technical Graphics Digital Literacy (Short course)

French Religion Home Economics Artistic Performance (Short course)

German Career Guidance Geography Pastoral Care

History Music Art, Craft & Design



Link with 
Industry 
Each year Abbott Vascular 
selects 10 students to participate 
in a 3 week work placement 
with them which includes work 
experience, project mentoring 
for Young Scientist competition 
and local school visits to 
promote STEM subjects.  All 
our students are invited to visit 
Abbott to provide engineering 
career information.

In addition Abbott sponsors a 
bursary for our top leaving cert 
student each year studying an 
engineering related discipline.

Film Studies Home Economics Horticulture

Law Studies Eagles Flight First Aid

Mini Company Enterprise Education Forensic Science

Young Social Innovator Gaisce Mentoring

Coding GAA Coaching Course Car/Driver Safety

Spanish GAA Future Leaders & Coaching Media Studies

Mindfulness/Yoga Career/Personal Development Work Experience

Transition Year 
The Transition Year Programme is a unique one year optional programme that promotes the 
personal, social and educational development of students and prepares them for their roles 
as autonomous, participative and responsible members of society. TY enables students to 
make the transition from the more dependent type of learning associated with the Junior 
Cycle to the more independent learning environment associated with the Senior Cycle. It 
encourages the development of a wide range of transferable critical thinking and creative 
problem solving skills. In addition to traditional subjects TY students experience a wide range 
of interesting modules such as:

“We had an amazing experience as part 
of our Transition Year when we entered 
the BT Young Scientists and Technology 
competition. With the help of our teachers 
we completed a difficult proposal form 
outlining our idea, aims and work 
completed to date. In early November we 
got the good news that we had qualified for 
the finals in the RDS in January. A lot of hard 
work took place over the next two months 
to prepare. The experience of the event 
itself was unbelievable. The sheer numbers 
of people we explained our project to was 
crazy. Finally, after 3 days of the exhibition, 
the awards ceremony took place. After a 
nervous wait we heard our names called 
out as the winners of the Samsung Award. 
We had barely settled back into our seats 
when we got called for the second time as 
overall winners in our age group. We have 
received great opportunities with Samsung, 
BT and UCD as a result of our project. 
The staff of our school, BOM and parents 
supported us with advice and financial 
support wherever possible. This support 
was vital to our success.”

Óisin O’Brien & Sam Quinlan, 6th year 2020 C
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Gaeilge Biology

English Physics

Maths Agricultural Science

Applied Mathematics (new 20/21) Construction Studies

French Music

German Career Guidance

History Religion

Geography Computer Studies

Home Economics (new 20/21) LC Physical Education (new 20/21)

Business Physical Education

Accounting Design & Communication Graphics

Economics Art

Chemistry Link Modules

Leaving Certificate 
We provide a wide variety of subjects for the Leaving Cert.

Leaving Certificate Vocational 
Programme 

This is a Leaving Certificate Programme designed to give a strong vocational 
dimension to the Leaving Cert. The programme combines the traditional Leaving 
Cert with a new and dynamic focus on self-directed learning, enterprise, work and 
community. A meeting is held for all 3rd Year parents to provide information on all 
the options available after the junior cycle.

Each year we schedule study skills seminars for 1st, 3rd and 6th year students. We 
are passionate about helping students become better learners so that they achieve 
their academic and life potential.

“Make the most of yourself by fanning the tiny, inner 
sparks of possibility into flames of achievement.” 
Golda Meir

“My experience as a student 
at Thurles CBS has been really 
positive and rewarding. My time 
in the school has helped me to 
develop, both as a student and as a 
person. It has set me on the right 
path towards third level and life 
beyond education itself .

The school welcomed us with open 
arms back in first year and the 
support continued all the way to 
the end of sixth year. The teachers 
always went out of their way to put 
the students first and make sure we 
were heading in the right direction. 
They always went the extra mile to 
make sure every topic was covered 
and all the students were up to 
scratch come exam time.

The extra curricular activities 
always created a great atmosphere 
around the school. Whether it be 
on the hurling field, school show or 
on the basketball court, the school 
always made sure to give everyone 
their full support.

Thurles CBS is a great place for every 
student with teams and clubs for 
anything you could think of. I would 
definitely encourage any student 
who decides to attend the CBS to get 
involved and your time at the school 
will be a great one”.

Sean Mockler Leaving Certificate Class 
of 2020



Student Supports 
Each First Year class is assigned a Class Teacher. The role of the 
Class Teacher is primarily a pastoral one.  They keep in close 
contact with the class to ensure that the students are settling in 
satisfactorily and the class works well together. There is also a Year 
Head who looks after the whole year group and makes contact 
with parents when required. The Year Head works with the Class 
Teacher to try to make each students’ experience of life in C.B.S. 
Thurles a productive and happy one. In addition each student is 
assigned a Buddy from Transition Year who help the First Years 
integrate into life of the school.

Some	features	of	our	induction	programme:

•	 Parent	information	evenings	pre	and	post	entry.

•	 Laptop/iPad	Deployment	day

•	 1st	years	students	begin	secondary	school	life	with	their	own	
dedicated	induction	days	

•	 Cairdeas	–	Transition	year	students	paired	with	1st	Year	students	
to	offer	support	with	settling	in.

•	 Homework	Club

•	 Team	Building	Activities

•	 1st	Year	Tour	

•	 Inter	Class-Hurling	League

Learning Supports and Special 
Educational Needs
The school uses the resources provided by the Department of 
Education and Skills to make provision for students with special 
educational needs. We work closely with and are supported by 
NEPS (National Educational Psychological Service). The Learning 
Support Team in C.B.S. Thurles is committed to providing a 
comprehensive and effective learning support service for students 
to enable all students to achieve their full potential. Team teaching 
helps students in the classroom while some students are 
withdrawn for extra support. Special Needs Assistants offer other 
supports to individual students and are an important part of the 
Learning Support Team. A key cornerstone of the success of our 
SEN department is the trusting relationships built up with all the 
stakeholders, students, parents and the SEN team. All of our work 
in the SEN department is done in consultation with parents and 
student to achieve the best outcomes for your sons.
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“The school prides itself on the quality of pastoral care which permeates all aspects of 
its work. Class tutors, year heads, guidance counsellors, a dedicated care team and all 
staff members work closely together to ensure students have the necessary supports 
for a happy school life” 
WSE-MLL Report DES 2019

“Inclusive practices are promoted to 
benefit all students, including those 

with additional education needs.”

Whole School Evaluation Report



•	3	Modern	Science	Laboratories

•	2	Computer	Rooms

•	2	Woodwork	Rooms			

•	Tech	Graphics/DCG	Room														

•	Music	Room

•	Art	Room

•	Gymnasium

•	Canteen

•	Assembly	Hall

•	Railway	Field

•	Wifi/Apple	TV	in	all	Classrooms

•	Home	Economics	Room
(New development 2019)

•	Library

•	Edmund	Rice	Room

•	2	Learning	Support	Classrooms

•	State	of	the	art	Astro-Turf	Facility	
– including 4G pitch, hurling and ball 
walls, outdoor basketball court and 
spectator viewing area. 
(New development 2020)

School Facilities “There was an orderly 
and positive atmosphere 
throughout the school 
during the evaluation and 
all observed interactions 
were positive and 
respectful. Learning 
environments were 
maintained to a high 
standard and were clean 
and well decorated.”
WSE-MLL Report DES 2019



“An impressive and varied range of 
co-curricular and extracurricular 
activities is available to students.” 

WSE-MLL Report DES 2019
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Extra-Curricular Activities
At CBS Thurles we pride ourselves in the variety of extracurricular activities on offer to students. We try to cater for all our 
students and each year we respond to their needs and ambitions in numerous fields of endeavour.  

We have a long and distinguished record in sport and extra-curricular activities. Activities include:

Athletics Equestrian Breakfast Club Squash Something Novel Book Club

Hurling Musicals French Club Film Club Dodgeball

Football Debating German Club Chess Club Tag-Rugby

Basketball Educational Tours Club Gaeilge Regional/National Competitions

Soccer Choral Group Computer Club Zambian Immersion Project

Golf Traditional Music Green Schools Student Exchange Programme

Swimming Homework Club Games Club Annual Sports Day

“There is a broad curriculum 
on offer, and teachers are very 
committed to providing a range 
of extra and co-curricular 
opportunities for students.” 

WSE-MLL Report DES 2019



Awards 
The school is committed to a policy of recognition, encouragement and reward of positive behaviour. We have in place excellent school and class 
routines where students are clear on the boundaries and expectations. Students are given recognition for:

•	Outstanding	achievements •	Attendance

•	Sporting	accomplishments •	Good	manners,	demeanour	and	behaviour

•	Extra-Curricular	success

We encourage our students to take part in all aspects of school life, both curricular and extra-curricular. Our philosophy is that all should have the 
opportunity to represent their school / community in whatever field of endeavour they aspire to.



Current 1st Year Student Views 2021

James Bourke
What primary school did you attend?
Scoil Ailbhe

List 3 of your favourite things about 1st 
year so far?
1. New friends.
2. New Subjects.
3. Going to the Railway Field at lunch for 

activities.

What is your favourite subject and why?
My favourite subject so far is Science it is very 
interesting. I am really excited about the chance 
to do all the experiments and project work.

How have you found the transition from 
primary to secondary?
I have found the transition good as most of my 
friends are in my classes which made it easier 
and the 1st year students have their own area - 
so I always see people I know.

Any other comments?
The school is great so far and there is a lot to 
do like the 1st year hurling league and soccer 
training is starting soon.  The food is lovely 
and it is cheap enough.

Jim Ó Neill
What primary school did you attend?
Rahealty N.S.

List 3 of your favourite things about 1st 
year so far?
1. Food.
2. Loads of new subjects.
3. Making new friends.

What is your favourite subject and why?
My favourite subjects are Woodwork and 
Technical Graphics. They are so much fun and 
allow me be really creative.

How have you found the transition from 
primary to secondary?
I’ve found the transition very easy as the school 
is really welcoming. The teachers really help 
you settle in to the new school environment.

Orán Fogarty
What primary school did you attend?
Scoil Ailbhe

List 3 of your favourite things about 1st year 
so far?

1. Hurling.
2. Canteen.
3. P.E.

What is your favourite subject and why?
P.E because I love to play loads of sports 
and Home Economics as I love having the 
opportunity to cook.

How have you found the transition from 
primary to secondary?
A bit of extra homework but I love having a mix 
of lots of different teachers and like moving 
around from class to class.

Robert Binayug
What primary school did you attend?
Scoil Ailbhe

List 3 of your favourite things about 1st year 
so far?

1. Art
2. Food
3. Business

What is your favourite subject and why?
My favourite subject is Art as it is really fun and I 
can be creative.

How have you found the transition from 
primary to secondary?
Moving from primary to secondary was a bit 
hard but the school helped us with activities and 
lots of tours during the 1st few days of school.

Josh Kearns
What primary school did you attend?
Clonoulty N.S

List 3 of your favourite things about 1st year 
so far?

1. Like lunchtime with my friends and going up 
to the Railway Field.

2. Home Economics
3. Technical Graphics

What is your favourite subject and why?
My favourite subject is Technical Graphics.  I like 
using the Solidworks software on the computers 
in school to create designs and doing drawings 
on paper also.

How have you found the transition from 
primary to secondary?
I have found it easy.  You have more work to do 
but you get used to it very quickly.

Charlie Lynch
What primary school did you attend?
Ballytarsna N.S

List 3 of your favourite things about 1st 
year so far?
1. History.
2. Maths.
3. Break and lunch -  plenty of activities.

What is your favourite subject and why?
History - the teacher is great and really 
interesting. I also just love history in general.

How have you found the transition from 
primary to secondary?
I have found it easy. All the teachers are sound 
and I have made loads of new friends.

Khir Hinnawi
What primary school did you attend?
Scoil Ailbhe

List 3 of your favourite things about 1st 
year so far?

1. The taster subjects.
2. Moving from class to class every 40 mins.
3. Making new friends.

What is your favourite subject and why?
I’d say my favourite subjects would include 
Maths and P.E since I find Maths really 
interesting and P.E is great to give you break 
from school work and get some exercise.

How have you found the transition from 
primary to secondary?
I have found it a lot easier than I thought it 
would be.   I didn’t really know many people 
before I came in to the school but I have made 
a lot of new friends and that has been the best 
part so far.

Harry Bourke
What primary school did you attend?
Holycross N.S

List 3 of your favourite things about 1st 
year so far?

1. P.E.
2. School lunches.
3. New friends.

What is your favourite subject and why?
History because I like to know all the things 
about the past and it is just so interesting.

How have you found the transition from 
primary to secondary?
I thought it would be really hard, but it has 
been really good so far.

Any other comments?
It is a right good school and I’d recommend it.
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Microsoft 365 Suite
• Free access for all staff and 

students to the following 
Microsoft products – Word, 
Powerpoint, Excel, Access, 
Notepad and Teams .

• Assist us in providing a modern 
classroom experience for 
students.

• Provides an environment for 
remote learning if needed.

Technology in Teaching 
and Learning
Each classroom is fully equipped with high-
speed broadband, WIFI and other relevant I.T 
infrastructure.

 Student laptops/iPads 
• Information Communication Technnology (ICT) 

is used in CBS Thurles to enhance the learning 
experience for all. We aim to  prepare your son for 
the ever-changing environment in which they live 
and in which they will work in the future. 

• Equipped with eBook technology, device 
management software and various apps to support 
learning are widely used by students in Junior 
Cycle and Transition Year.

• Although these devices are popular they are not 
compulsory.

• Students use their laptop/iPad devices 
simultaneously with physical textbooks to avail of 
the benefits of both learning styles.
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Parents’ Council
The Parents’ Council is an active and valued part of our 
school community. A committee is elected each year to 
represent the general body of parents and membership 
of the council is open to parents/guardians of all 
students attending the school. The Parents’ Council 
meets regularly during the year.

Students’ Council
The Students’ Council is a representative body of 
students elected by the student body. The Council 
works closely with a member of staff in giving students 
an active voice and an avenue in which they can 
become involved in school life.



Guidance
Career Guidance and Counselling is at the heart of our Pastoral Care 
System at CBS Thurles. Our Guidance Counsellors have a caring and 
supportive role in the school where students can get advice and 
supports about a range of issues. From personal issues to study skills to 
college advice and information, the Guidance Counsellors are on hand 
to meet with students in a confidential environment where they can be 
cared for and supported throughout their time in the school. 

Counselling helps pupils explore their thoughts and feelings and the 
choices open to them. It gives care and support to pupils learning to 
cope with the many aspects of growing up and school life within their 
personal circumstances. CBS Thurles endeavours to offer guidance to all 
our students. The Guidance Team liases with Year Heads, Class Teachers, 
Learning Support Teachers, Subject Teachers, Deputy Principal and the 
Principal. They also have regular contact with parents, psychologists, 
employers, colleges, social services, counsellors and the Department of 
Education.

The Career Guidance and Counselling Department within CBS Thurles 
provides support for all students in three main areas:

•	Personal	and	Social	Guidance

•	Educational	Guidance

•	Career	and	Vocational	Guidance.

The wellbeing of our students is paramount in our school 
community. It is simple a “happy” student learns better.   

“The Framework for Junior Cycle (2015) 
provides for a new area of learning at junior 
cycle called Wellbeing. Wellbeing will cross 
the three years of junior cycle and build on 
substantial work already taking place in 
schools in support of students’ wellbeing. 
This area of learning will make the school’s 
culture and ethos and commitment to 
wellbeing visible to students. It will include 
learning opportunities to enhance the 
physical, mental, emotional and social 
wellbeing of students”. 
NCCA Wellbeing Guidelines

“It is important to us that our students enjoy 
their time here and feel safe and supported 
so they can achieve their goals” 
Sarah Feehan (Guidance Counsellor)

Wellbeing
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1. We promote the social and personal development of each individual 
student.

2. Each student seen as unique and their individual potential matters.

3. Academic excellence is promoted and students are encouraged to do 
their absolute best.

4. We have an excellent staff with highly dedicated teachers.

5. A supportive and caring pastoral care team help support your son’s 
education and welfare.

6. A strong learning support team help provide for students with 
additional education needs.

7. A wide range of extra-curricular activities with a proud tradition of 
participation and achievement. 

8. We promote high standards of behaviour and discipline to ensure a 
safe and secure learning environment.

9. A board range of subjects options in Junior, Transition and Senior 
Cycles.

10. We have a taster programme for 1st year students to experience a 
whole range of Junior Cycle subjects to allow them make informed 
subject choices based on their experience.

11. A buddy system where each 1st year student is paired with a 
transition year for support and encouragement.

12. A canteen facility where hot or cold lunches/dinners can be ordered.

13. Supervised evening study.

14. Lunchtime activities.

15. Excellent facilities – improvements are being made year on year. 

WHY 
CHOOSE 

CBS 
THURLES?



T:  0504 22054

F: 0504 23645

E: reception@cbsthurles.ie

W: www.cbsthurles.ie

@cbsthurles
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